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™

Operating Instructions - WITH METAL LINER
SITING: When siting the trash can near walls or structures it is essential to leave enough room
to remove the hood and metal liner.

White

 . Where a lock is fitted,
1
insert the key into lock
and turn clockwise.

2. Lift hood to remove,

place gently on the floor.

3. Remove metal liner.

4. Empty, using handle

 . Replace hood. Ensure
6
lock is NOT engaged
before replacing.

7. To lock (if fitted) push

and hand grip at base of
liner.

or

or
or

 . Replace metal liner. Replace plastic sack
5
(if required). Fold sack over metal liner or fold over
outside of trash can.
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in the protruding lock
center.

ENVOY

™

Operating Instructions - WITH PLASTIC SACK
SITING: When siting the trash can near walls or structures it is essential to leave enough room to remove the hood.

White

1. Insert the key into
lock and turn clockwise.
Lock option only.

2. Lift hood to remove,

3. Remove plastic sack
and secure or tie sack
top (using a knot, loop or
tape)

place gently on the floor.

 . Replace hood. Ensure lock is
5
NOT engaged before replacing
hood.

Glasdon,
Inc.outside of
fold
over the
the trash can.

 . To lock (if fitted) push
6
in the protruding lock
center.

CLEANING: Wash with a 10% solution of mild detergent/soap

GRAFFITI: Felt tip pen marks may be removed from the plastic
by using a proprietary graffiti remover, carefully following the
instructions, particularly those covering safety. Ensure all traces
of chemical are removed and then clean as above.
CAUTION: Graffiti remover could damage the logos and
stickers, some protection may be afforded by masking off. Be
sure to apply tape to the plastic and NOT the labels.

warm water
using a soft bristle brush, followed by a thorough
AllinCMYK
Versions
rinse with clean water. DO NOT USE abrasive cleaners or hard
bristle brushes. Buff with a soft cloth to remove any residue left
from cleaning. The sheen may be returned to the plastic hood
and body by spraying with furniture polish. Avoid spraying logos
and stickers. Chrome trim should be cleaned regularly with
proprietary chrome cleaner.
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A planned maintenance schedule of regular inspection is recommended, replacing
components as necessary.
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Replacement components are available direct from Glasdon, Inc.
Glasdon, Inc. cannot be held responsible for claims arising from incorrect installation,
unauthorized modifications or misuse of the product.
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4. Replace plastic sack,
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